Hpm Products

We challenge ourselves to continuously improve. We are guided by our expertise, curiosity and creativity of finding new environmentally friendly medical solutions. In close cooperation with our customers, we want to contribute to the best possible medical care.

Class 1M medical measures - for your safety

We would like to inform you about some very important rules that exist for the medicine cup regarding how the product should be marked in order to fulfil the Medical Device regulations 93/42/EEC for dispensing cups used for both liquid medicine and tablets on the European market.

Our medicine cup 30 ml, used both for fluid medicine and tablets, is classified as a class 1M product.

Class 1M means that there is a measurement function with a scale on the product. The scale is designed to measure liquid medicine so that the correct volume is distributed to the patient.

All products intended to measure are classified as class 1M (The product has a measuring function). According to the European Medical Device regulation 93/42/EEC Annex VII, paragraph 5 of MDD, it is required that the manufacturer of class 1 devices with a measuring function must follow the regulations of the procedures referred to in annex IV, V and VI.

You can read in Annex VI: “The manufacturer affixes the CE marking in accordance with article 17 and draws up a written declaration of conformity. The CE marking must be accompanied by the identification number of the Notified Body which performs the task referred to in this Annex.”

A product classified as class 1M product must have Notified Body mark and CE mark on the product.
The Notified Body Number (N.B) signifies that the product is following the regulations of class 1M, where the Notified Body is inspecting the manufacturing company regarding the calibration of the scale. Our Notified Body number 0413, implies that our Notified Body Intertek, inspects our calibration system of the medicine cups and controls that we follow the manufacturing rules of the product according to the Medical Device regulations.

An exact scale is very important when you distribute medicine to a patient. Note that the medicine description always prescribes an exact dose. If the product is not marked with Notified Body number the scale can not be trusted.

If the patient gets an overdose of medicine the risk of side effects increases, and if you give the patient too little medicine the desired effect reduces, which may pose discomfort to the patient.

This is especially important with small children where the given dose of medicine is based on the weight of the child to be exact.

Hammarplast Medical manufactures medical devices and is well educated in the Medical Device Regulations. We ensure our customers that the products provided by Hammarplast Medical are in order according to the MDD regulations.
Products

Medicine measures and lids

ECO+ a new range of products from Hpm™ made from renewable raw material.

The Hpm™ vision calls for us to support the transformation towards a more sustainable society. One of our main goals is to increase production and sales of products made of renewable materials in order to reduce our carbon footprint. Launching ECO+ medicine measure is one of our important contributions for a sustainable world.

ECO+ medicine measure
30 ml medicine measure graduated each ml.
The measures are made of polypropylene and the writable lids of white polyethylene.
Measure: staple/carton 90/9 000
Lid: bag/carton 500/9 000

Art no:
02350 nature
02351 yellow
02352 blue
02353 red
02354 green
00364 lid
ECO+ a new medicine measure from Hpm™ made of renewable raw material.

In our strategy for a more sustainable society, we have chosen to manufacture our products according to the mass balance system. Yearly we will be audited by the independent organisation ISCC. They guarantee that the amount of raw material used when manufacturing ECO+ medicine measures is supplied to the system in the form of fossil-free raw material.

By using independent mass balance certification we guarantee the mix of fossil and renewable raw materials will be followed up.

**ECO+ wide medicine measure**
30 ml medicine measure graduated each 5 ml.
The measures are made of polypropylene.
Accesorie: Lids .
Measure: staple/carton 50/2 000
Lid: bag/carton 500/2 000

**Art no:**
- 10300 nature
- 10301 yellow
- 10302 blue
- 10303 red
- 10305 green
- 10314 lid

**Colour codes**
Narrow and wide medicine measure 30 ml exist in different colours. These colours is part of a medication system where the following colours represent a dose occasion.

- Transparent = Breakfast
- Yellow = Lunch
- Blue = Dinner
- Red = Evening
- Green = Extra dose

For better care!
Eco medicine measure
30 ml medicine measure graduated each ml.
The measures are made of polypropylene and the writable lids of white polyethylene.
Measure: staple/carton 90/9 000
Lid: bag/carton 500/9 000

Eco medicine measure - new package
30 ml medicine measure graduated each ml.
Measure: staple/carton 80/480

Art no:
01350 nature
01351 yellow
01352 blue
01353 red
01354 green
00264 lid

Medicine measure, narrow
30 ml medicine measure graduated each ml.
The measures are made of polypropylene and the writable lids of white polyethylene.
Measure: staple/carton 80/4 800
Lid: bag/carton 500/4 000

Art no:
01250 nature
01251 yellow
01252 blue
01253 red
01254 green
00264 lid

Medicine measure, narrow
30 ml medicine measure graduated each ml.
The measures are made of polypropylene and the writable lids of white polyethylene.
Measure: staple/carton 75/3 750
Lid: bag/carton 500/4 000

Art no:
J10823 nature
J10826 yellow
J10831 blue
J10828 red
J10833 green
00264 lid

For better care!
Wide medicine measure
30 ml medicine measure graduated each 5 ml.
The measures are made of polypropylene and the writable lids of white polyethylene.
Measure: staple/carton 50/2 000
Lid: bag/carton 500/2 000

Art no:
10300 nature
10301 yellow
10302 blue
10303 red
10305 green
10314 lid
### Trays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Art no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combination tray</strong>&lt;br&gt;Combination tray for 28 (7x4) medicine measures, narrow or wide. Made in polystyrene. Size: 375 x 225 x 40 mm 15 pcs. per carton.</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tray for narrow measures</strong>&lt;br&gt;Medicine tray made of white polystyrene for 90 narrow measures. Size: 495 x 377 mm. 3 pcs. per carton</td>
<td>J10681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Art no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispenser - narrow Eco</strong>&lt;br&gt;Made of PMMA. Holds 90 units. Outside Dimensions: 395 x 50 mm 5 pcs. per carton.</td>
<td>300650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispenser - narrow</strong>&lt;br&gt;Made of PMMA. Holds 80 units. Outside Dimensions: 395 x 50 mm 5 pcs. per carton.</td>
<td>300450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispenser - wide</strong>&lt;br&gt;Made of PMMA. Holds 50 units. Outside Dimensions: 390 x 60 mm 5 pcs. per carton.</td>
<td>300400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispenser for lids</strong>&lt;br&gt;Made of PMMA. Outside Dimensions: 270 x 170 x 190 mm 5 pcs. per carton.</td>
<td>300600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tablet crushers and splitters

Tablet crusher, narrow
Crushes the tablets directly in the medicine measure.
10 pcs. per inner box
50 pcs. per carton
Art no: 300280

Tablet crusher, wide
Crushes the tablets directly in the medicine measure.
10 pcs. per inner box
50 pcs. per carton
Art no: 300320

Electric pill grinder Severo 3.0
Weight: 1.5 kg
Dimensions: 80x70x217 mm
Art no: 300300

Severo Cup
Medicine cup to Severo pill grinder
Can be supplemented with rondels and writable lids.
Cup volume 30 ml
Size: staple/carton 105/2100 pcs
Lid: bag/carton 500/2000 pcs
Rondels: 2100 per box
Art no: 10306 cup
10314 lid
3000004 rondel
**VitaCarry™ power pill grinder**
Electric, rechargeable handheld pill grinder. Fast, easy and small enough to fit in your purse or pocket. The grinding cartridge is easily removed for safe cleaning. Rechargeable batteries and charger are included. 
Size: 120 x 65 x 25 mm
12 pcs. per carton.

**Tablet crusher**
Tablet crusher made of polycarbonate. Crushes the tablets with a simple flick of the wrist. 
8 pcs. per inner box 
64 pcs. per carton

**Pill puncher**
Holds blister packs of medicine in place and easily removes the pill from hard-to-open packages. 
Made of PP 
Dimensions: 56 x 32 x 21 mm 
10 pcs. per carton.

**Tablet splitter**
Tablet splitter made of polycarbonate. Splits the tablet, regardless of size, into two parts. 
12 pcs. per inner box 
120 pcs. per carton.

For better care!
**Denture cup**

Denture cup 270 ml, made of white polypropylene, with lid made of white polystyrene. Diameter/depth: 95/50 mm. 168 pcs. per carton.

**Art no:**

200270 cup w. lid
Hpm offer

Medical solutions in the areas of Surgery, Disposables and Custom.

Our mission is to develop, manufacture and sell innovative and effective solutions for the health care industry and thereby contribute to the continuous improvement of the same.